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Habitat Italiana s.r.l. è stata  fondata  nel  1983 ed è specializzata nella realizzazione di arredi 
contract per alberghi, uffi ci, abitazioni, sale conferenze e ospedali.

Recentemente Habitat Italiana s.r.l. ha ampliato la sua gamma andando a servire anche 
negozi, reti di franchising, reti aziendali per le compagnie di assicurazione e fi liali bancarie. 

Habitat Italiana s.r.l. si prende cura di tutta la linea, dal progetto, all’industrializzazione degli 
elementi e alla loro produzione, fi no alla distribuzione e installazione in Italia, Europa e oltre 
oceano. 

Una delle caratteristiche principali è la personalizzazione della produzione, realizzando la 
produzione da disegni e campioni richiesti dal cliente. Possiamo dire infatti che Habitat Ita-
liana s.r.l. è una società concentrata al 100% sulla customer satisfatcion, con un’attenzione 
costante nel cercare di fornire il miglior servizio possibile al miglior prezzo. 

Grazie alla sua organizzazione logistica, le strutture moderne, e la lunga esperienza, Habitat 
Italiana s.r.l. può offrire un’alta qualità a costi molto competitivi, dando un servizio di provata 
effi cienza e di livello superiore. 

Inoltre Habitat Italiana s.r.l. dispone di una notevole mobilità sul mercato globale, tale ca-
ratteristica ci consente di intervenire ovunque per il ri-assortimento di materie prime e nella 
produzione chiavi in mano.

L’elenco dei progetti di produzione Habitat Italiana s.r.l.,  in oltre 40 anni, copre tutti i campi 
di produzione mobili interni e realizzazioni contract nella maggior parte dei paesi Europei e 
d’oltremare, con la collaborazione dei più famosi architetti ed ingegneri internazionali. 



Habitat Italiana s.r.l. was founded in 1983 and specializes in contract furniture for hotels, 
offices, homes, conference rooms and hospitals.

Recently Habitat Italiana s.r.l. has expanded its range going to also serve shops, franchise 
networks, corporate networks for insurance companies and bank branches.

Habitat Italiana s.r.l. takes care of the whole line, from the project, to the industrialization 
of the elements and their production, to distribution and installation in Italy, Europe and 
overseas.

One of the main features is the customization of production, realizing the production from 
drawings and samples requested by the customer. In fact, we can say that Habitat Italia-
na s.r.l. is a company 100% focused on customer satisfaction, with constant attention in 
trying to provide the best possible service at the best price.

Thanks to its logistic organization, modern facilities, and long experience, Habitat Italiana 
s.r.l. it can offer high quality at very competitive costs, giving a service of proven efficien-
cy and superior level.

Moreover, Habitat Italiana s.r.l. has considerable mobility on the global market, this featu-
re allows us to intervene everywhere for the re-assortment of raw materials and in turnkey 
production.

The list of production projects of Habitat Italiana s.r.l., in over 40 years, covers all internal 
furniture production fields and contract realizations in most European and overseas coun-
tries, with the collaboration of the most famous international architects and engineers.





PRIVATE VILLA
MIAMI - U.S.A.
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Live with 
           Style
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  Sophistication
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APARTMENTS

COURCHEVEL 1850
 FRANCE 



Residence & Spa located in the centre of the ONE COURCHEVEL development in the magical heart of the ski resort of Courchevel 
1850, one of the villages that make up the well-known towns of Courchevel in the French Alps. Habitat Italiana successfully supplied 
exclusive and elegant pieces in keeping with the eclectic style requested by the project designer. Light colours were selected 
when it came to furnishing the spacious interiors in order to create a warm and welcoming atmosphere,  ideal for a chalet. The 
interior designer responsible for the ONE COURCHEVEL project chose a number of Habitat Italiana products for the uniqueness and 
originality of their design.
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  Harmony
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The technical and functional characteristics of our materilas are often hidden qualities that we care for and 
check carefully, down to the smallest details. 
all our products offer a chance to define, with ample choices, the style of your furnishings with elegance and 
taste.
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  Evoc    tive   mbienceA
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WE SERCH FOR THE PERFECT BALANCE BETWEEN LOCATION AND CONTEXT: BEAUTY, PRACTICALITY, 
CONVENIENCE AND ABSOLUTE CONFORT.
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  Hospitality
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Our aim is to exceed our custmers’ expectations with our choice of ma-
terials and style, and with our precision, service and quality using only 
qualified manpower.
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HABITAT ITALIANA CUSTOM
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 Kitchens



We work with architects and designers, always searching for the best 
solutions for and with our clients using the best quality materials and highly 
qualified workers.

We design and produce our furnishings from start to finish, offering an 
impeccable “ready to move-in” service.
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  Beds
                  side tables

  Ottomans
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  Chairs  Armchairs&
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Sofa
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SIDE & Coff eTables
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DiningTables
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HOTEL 
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HOTEL
BUDAPEST
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"Art is a constant reserch and assimilation of past experiences blended 

with  new ones through shape, content matter and technique " 

                                      cit.Bruno Munari Italian designer and artist
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  Cool Design
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Light furnishings and cool colors 

are perfect for your holidays
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HOTEL
AMSTERDAM
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Interiors with refined comfort and pleasurable elegance make guests 
feel at ease. Volumes are studied to create continuity between day and 
night, indoor and terrace space
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Artifi cial light and daylight blend together to 
enliven atmosphere that propotes relaxation 
and meditation.
The combination of colors bestows harmony 
and focuses vision on the panoramic view.
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Each detail of these hotels makes the atmosphere more peaceful 
and relaxing to surround the guests in warmth and well-being with 
every comfort.
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 Holidays with Style
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PARK PLAZA 
WESTMINSTER

LONDON
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Modern lines and minimal furnishings make of this hotel an exceptional 
example of refined contemporary architecture
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Overlooking the City
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PARK PLAZA 
LEEDS
LONDON
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Modern, Elegant 
lineS make every room in this setting 

special and unique.
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PARK PLAZA 
county hall

LONDON
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 Special Featues
The elegance of every single detail 
makes the diff erence between a good 

design and a sophisticated one.
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 ModernDesign

comes to terms with practicality and enlivens a room where 
living is a little luxury.

Guest cannot but appreciate the details that illustrate 
the many attentions they receice.
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PARK PLAZA 
VICTORIA

AMSTERDAM
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 Timeless Elegance
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The care for small details personalise the setting mak-
ing it very cozy and familiar, giving the guest the feeling 
of being at home
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CARLTON HOTEL
TEL AVIV
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 Hospitable
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 “ Simplicity is the keynote of all true 
elegance”

Coco Chanel
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UNIVERSITY
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 “What distinguishes us one from another 
is our dreams, and what we do to make them 

come about..”
Joseph Epstein
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 Cozy

203



 Functional
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REFERENCES

ISU  Brescia - Multipurpose room university (Italy)

ISU  Brescia - University Residence (Italy)

Female University Residence - Don Mazza - Padova (Italy)

University Residence ADSU Parma (Italy)

University Residence ESU Verona (Italy)

University Residence ERSU Genova (Italy)

University of Siena (Italy)

University Campus - San Giovanni Valdarno (Italy)

University Residence ISU Milano (Italy)

University of Brescia (Italy)

University Residence ARSSU Liguria - Genova (Italy)



University Residence Romanina compart (Italy)

Home automation kitchens for the San Bartolameo-Opera Universiity of 
Trento (Italy)

Universitary Restaurant supply of Torino, Grugliasco e Alessandria (Italy)

Princess Nora University Villas - Riyadh (Saudi Arabia)

Zayed University in Dubai (UAE)

University of Sharjah (UAE)

University Residence  for zooprophylactic Insitute of Lombar-
dia, Emilia Romagna  and Cremona (Italy)

University Residence  for zooprophylactic Insitute of Brescia 
(Italy)

University Residence for researches - Istituto Europeo of Firen-
ze (Italy)
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EMERGENCY
HOUSING
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Abitazioni emergenziali per le conseguenze di disastri naturali. 
Consegna chiavi in mano in 3 giorni lavorativi



Emergency houses for aftermath of natural disaster.
Delivery key in hand: 3 working days.
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Le case sono dotate di tutto l’occorrente necessario per 
iniziare ad abitare gli alloggi fi n dal primo ingresso 

(asciugamani, stoviglie e posate, sapone, ecc. in dotazione).



Houses are equipped with all the necessary allocations to 
start living once you turn the key to enter of the house (towels, 

crockery and cutlery, soap, etc supplied).
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REFERENCES

Housing at  Valle Castellana (Italy)

Housing at Villa Maggiore (Italy)

Housing at Campli (Italy)

Housing at Capitignano (Italy)

Housing at Cortino (Italy)

Housing at Collegilesco (Italy)

Housing at Pagliaroli (Italy)

Housing at Tossicia (Italy)

Housing at Castelmaidetto (Italy)

Housing at Azzinano (Italy)

Housing at Colledara (Italy)

Housing at Ornano (Italy)

Housing at Basciano (Italy)

Housing at Crognaleto (Italy)

Housing at Torricella Sicura (Italy)



Housing at Preci (Italy)

Housing at Cascia (Italy)

Housing at Norcia (Italy)

Housing at Savelli (Italy)

Housing at Campo di Mare (Italy)

Housing at Cerasola (Italy)

Housing at Colforcella (Italy)

Housing at Santa Trinità (Italy)

Housing at Frascaro (Italy)
 
Housing at Forsivo (Italy)

Housing at Agriano (Italy)

Housing at Emilia Romagna (Italy)
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offices
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MOVABLE WALLS
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 Executive 
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 Operative
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 Meeting
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AUDITORIUM 
MART MEUSEUM

ROVERETO
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 HABITAT ITALIANA S.R.L.

Via Alessandro Monti, 35 - 25121 BRESCIA - Italy - Tel. +39 030.235.008.1 - www.habitatitaliana.it 
               e-mail: info@habitatitaliana.it - P . I V A  0 2 8 6 2 0 7 0 1 7 0


